Abstract: Selection of relative weights for different indicators is a critical step during assessment of composite hazards, vulnerability, and risk. While assigning weight to an indicator, it is important to consider the influence of an individual indicator on a particular composite index. In general, the larger the weight of the indicator, the higher the importance of that indicator compared to other indicators. In this study, a new matrix based statistical framework (MSF) for weight assignment is developed that can be considered as the simplest and most accurate method for assigning weights for a large number of indicators. This method (MSF) is based on the valuation of the correlation matrix and Eigenvector associated with Eigenvalue. Relying on the inter build up methodology, MSF can fulfill some built-in gaps among other weightage methods. It can also directly give the 'decision' to select the relative weights that are found from the Eigenvector corresponding to the largest Eigenvalue. The new method is applied by assigning weights to 15 socio-economic indicators and assessed vulnerability and risk in the Bangladesh coast. While comparing with other weight methods, it is found that MSF gives the most acceptable physical explanation about the relative values of weights of indicators. In terms of accuracy, MSF is found to be most accurate compared to other weight methods. When large numbers of indicators are involved in an application, MSF is found to be relatively simple and easy to apply compared to other methods.
Introduction and Statement of Problem
Responding to climate change is now widely acknowledged as one of the greatest challenges facing society [1] [2] [3] . Every day new issues related to socio-economic factors and ongoing climate change impacts are emerging. To address this problem and related concerns, hazard, vulnerability, and risk assessments are required that can help to understand the complex set of factors that contribute to the assessment of how communities will adapt to changing environmental conditions. Currently, integrated assessments focusing on climatic hazard specific risk minimization on coastal deltas are rare [4] [5] [6] [7] . As a result, vulnerability and risk in coastal deltas are not fully understood and the identification of risk reduction and adaptation strategies following appropriate ranking of indicators are often based on incomplete assumptions.
Research Gap, Research Question, Objectives, and Significance
During the assigning of rankings of indicators in composite hazard, vulnerability, and risk assessment, computation of relative weight is a very important step. As all measured indicators do not contribute with equal importance, the weighting approach needs a proper conceptual definition. The ideal weighting method for the computation of hazard, vulnerability, and risk assessment should be transparent, with accurate and proper valuations, and needs to produce comparable index values according to spatial and temporal variations of hazards. The key notes that need to be considered are: (i) the characteristics and the rationale of the indicators, (ii) the meaning and the contribution of the indicators, and (iii) the data quality and the statistical adequacy of indicators [12] . All these aspects are not highly focused upon in relevant literatures. There exists a missing link as all the methods suggested by different researchers are either biased or context specific. There are various practices that are currently used for weight assignment. However, all of them have some inbuilt gaps. Furthermore, there are large gaps in the literature regarding identification of a best suitable method for giving weights to the indicators. Some research questions raised from different literatures include: (a) what is the process of prioritizing the variables from different set of indicators? (b) how to determine relative weights from the Eigenvector corresponding to the highest Eigenvalue? (c) how the prescribed method in any study can be applicable for other geographical settings?
To answer these research questions, the main objective of this paper is to introduce, describe, explain, and apply a new method for assigning weights to a large number of indicators. The new method is called the 'matrix based statistical framework' (MSF). The specific objectives of the present paper are: This paper focuses on filling the gaps of current weight computation methods prescribed by different researchers that fail to address the interdependencies of indicators in both explicit and implicit ways. This work aims to compute the relative weights of a set of indicators, which are not based on human perception or geographical context. The significance of this paper is that due to its simplicity and easy-to-apply methodology (a pseudo code of the method is provided at the end of the paper as an appendix), users can easily apply this method for prioritizing the most important indicators by giving relative weights to large number of indicators in any geographical setting. 
Overview of Other Weightage Methods and a Comparison with the New MSF Method
Giving weight based on someone's opinion may vary person to person. For example, the analytical hierarchal process (AHP) method cannot be satisfactorily applied to weight requirements because human judgment cannot be quantified. Imposing scale for judgments creates inconsistencies because of the judgment of the individual decision maker. As AHP depends on the capacity and background of the decision maker, it creates inconsistencies on the judgment. It is also true for the expert weighting method as expert weighting may not be transferable from one area to another. For weighting assignment, the potential problem arises in building up an expert panel or group. Again, allocating a certain weight over too large a number of indicators may lead to a state of serious agitation for the experts as it implies uncertain or confused thinking. Furthermore, when experts give weights to indicators, they generally vary from expert to expert depending on their specialization. In case of an equal weighting method there exist no statistics or empirical grounds for choosing the values of the weights and the results reflect insufficient knowledge of causal relationships. With equal weighting, no distinction can be made between the relative or absolute valuation of indicators. If we consider the survey weighting method, this weighting method requires a large number of comparisons for validation and it is computationally expensive. It can produce inconsistency when dealing with many indicators. It basically depends on the sample of respondents chosen and on how questions are framed in specific surveys. This approach downplays the relative importance of local stakeholder knowledge for weighting design, which is a massive oversight to vulnerability and risk mapping. Like all other social survey methods, PRA (Participatory Rural Appraisal) is highly biased by human perception. Many of the above mentioned methods are beset with the bias issue except principal component analysis (PCA). Yet PCA has some gaps that can be fulfilled by the MSF method. Principal components are selected based on explaining the maximum variance present, which mathematically reduces the most important indicators in general. The relative weights of indicators produced by the PCA technique are unable to give the importance to the impact of an individual indicator.
On the contrary, the MSF method is applicable for any region and any type of scientific research for giving relative weights to any set of indicators. This new method is an effective way to get a simplified and interacting way of weighting for composite hazards, vulnerability, and risk assessments for any region.
Advantages and Disadvantages of MSF

Advantages of MSF:
• 
Methods
MSF was established on the basis of the Eigenvector corresponding to the maximum Eigenvalue from the correlation matrix, which was constructed from Pearson correlation coefficients. Pearson correlation coefficients were established from the summation of squared matrix, which is the relationship between the variables to each other. Pearson correlation coefficients are mathematically defined as:
where SS xx , SS yy , SS xy , SS zz , SS yx , SS yz , SS zy , SS zx , and SS xz are the summation of squares between two variables. The summations of squares were taken from the following matrix, which was developed using MATLAB script to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficients. The summation of squared matrix shows the dispersion of data and mean values of the indicators, which are described in following the sum of squared matrix (SSM):
where, xi, yi, zi = actual variables at the respective column x, y, and z; and SS xx , SS xy , and SS yz represent the deviations predicted from actual values of xi, yi, and zi, respectively. It is obvious that the correlation interprets the relationship between two variables whereas the correlation matrix suggests the dependency between the variables. For the formation of the correlation matrix, sum of squared data is essential. Furthermore, x, y, z = mean value of the respective column x, y, and z. Pearson correlation coefficients were used to develop the correlation matrix that helped to find the matrix of relative weights of indicators, where this matrix of relative weights reflected the Eigenvector [13] , which came from the largest Eigenvalue [14] . Eigenvalues are a special set of scalars associated with a linear system of equations (i.e., a matrix equation) that are sometimes also known as characteristic roots, characteristic values, proper values, or latent roots [15] . The relative weight [16] matrix is highly dependent on the interrelations among the indicators as it expresses the true statistical interdependence [17] . Using Equation (1), the correlation matrix was established, which is described as
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Using the above relation, a set of Eigenvalues was formed and with the largest Eigenvalue, a set of Eigenvectors was generated, which reflected the desired weights of indicators through the following sequences of Equations (2) to (4) . This set of vectors gave the relative weights among the indicators.
To find the Eigenvector, the following equations were applied, which are represented by:
where, A is the correlation matrix defined in relation (3), which represents the relation between the indicators, and w is the weight vector, which is mainly the Eigenvector for the largest Eigenvalue λ max .
To solve the Equation (2), λ is needed to find solution of Det (A-λI) = 0. So,
After solving the above Equation (3), a set of Eigenvalues is formed. The desired Eigenvector corresponding to the largest Eigenvalue indicates the relative weights and it is expressed as:
A MATLAB script (see in Appendix A) is used to analyze the Eigenvalues associated with Eigenvectors.
Apparently, the weighting approaches of MSF and PCA look similar. In both methods, Eigenvector are characterized, and the covariance matrix does nearly the same measurement. This can also be determined by correlation matrix with sum of squared deviation.
PCA results find two or more components, which are merely retained with Eigenvalues greater than 1 [18] . Each component has variance, which describes how one component vector deals with the variables. The variances represent the weights of component vectors. Then the expected relative weights of indicators are calculated from the linear combination of component vectors with the variances (weights of component vectors), which is complex, whereas MSF directly gives the 'decision' to select the Eigenvector as relative weights that correspond to the largest Eigenvalue. For the clarification of taking Eigenvalue, an approach [19, 20] is considered, which states that, "the set of weights is the Eigenvector, which gives the largest Eigenvalue". In terms of an application to assign weights for a large number of indicators, MSF is comparatively easy and simple to apply compared to PCA. It does not need any 'decision' to be taken about the 'components'.
Application of MSF for Vulnerability and Risk Assessment of the Bangladesh Coast
Large numbers of past studies are available in the literature where different weight computation methods are applied to assess vulnerability of the Bangladesh coast. Roy assessed spatial vulnerability of floods in the coastal regions of Bangladesh by using the analytical hierarchal process (AHP) [21] . Ahsan assessed socio-economic vulnerability due to climate change by using the expert opinion method for giving weight to the indicators in the south-western coastal region of Bangladesh [22] . Younus assessed vulnerability to cyclones for a village named Bawalkor in the Barguna district in Bangladesh by using the PRA survey method for giving weights to the indicators [23, 24] . Kazi Ali Toufique assessed vulnerability of livelihoods in the coastal districts of Bangladesh by using the equal weightage method [25] . Aminul Islam constructed an area-based climate and disaster vulnerability index for Bangladesh by using principal component analysis (PCA) for giving weight to the indicators [26] .
In this study, MSF was applied in a real-life situation to assess the degree of 'harm' due to a specific 'hazard'. Due to a cyclone generated storm surge hazard, as an application of MSF, socio-economic vulnerability and risk ('harm') [27] in the Bangladesh coast ('system') was assessed. An index based approach [28] of vulnerability was considered by selecting two major domains with a total of 15 indicators (Table 1) . Five of them were social index indicators, three were economic index indicators, and the rest were disaster bearing capability index indicators. The social index indicators were number of population, number of household, population density, male-female ratio, and social dependence. Economic index indicators were poverty rate, type of household, and road grade. Disaster bearing capability index indicators were divided into structural and non-structural types. Structural types were water supply, cyclone shelter, polder embankment, and road density. Non-structural types were education level, drinking water availability, and labor ratio. Socio-economic data from the recent census were collected from the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) [29] .
All indicators are not of equal importance. Therefore, proper contribution of indicators is needed. In this case, MSF was applied to give actual importance to the indicators. 
MSF was applied to compute the weights required by Equation (5) . Three indexes were considered, where each index consisted of several indicators (Table 1 ). The weights of the indicators were computed by applying MSF. Table 2 lists the largest Eigenvalue of indexes that were used to determine the weights of each of the indicators. (5), where the weight of each indicator is multiplied to the scaled score for each indicator:
MSF was applied to compute the weights required by Equation (5) . Three indexes were considered, where each index consisted of several indicators (Table 1 ). The weights of the indicators were computed by applying MSF. Table 2 lists the largest Eigenvalue of indexes that were used to determine the weights of each of the indicators. 
Population density
Denser population increases risk due to lack of quality housing and social services network, which may not have had time to adjust with the population demand [32, 33] Data source: BBS, 2011. Data unit: Number of population per unit upazila area (square kilometer).
Female to male ratio
Female to male ratio has impact on vulnerability; hence it increases risk as female population are more vulnerable than male population. The relative weights (which were determined using MSF), as shown in Table 2 , were applied for vulnerability and risk assessment along the Bangladesh coast. The IPCC A5 approach [3] was used to assess vulnerability and risk. This approach needed hazards to compute risk. The storm surge hazard map was prepared by using a model simulated surge depth due to cyclone Sidr that made landfall on the Bangladesh coast in 2007 [43] . To prepare the hazard map, model simulation was done by considering several types of Sidr-like cyclones to make landfall in different locations along the Bangladesh coast. During model simulation, polder (one of the disaster bearing capability index) was considered to intervene in surge propagation. Figure 2 shows the socio-economic vulnerability and risk maps generated by applying MSF. The vulnerability and risk assessment by MSF showed relatively high vulnerability and risk due to storm surge hazards in the central and exposed eastern coast of Bangladesh. Table 3 shows the weights computed for various socio-economic indicators by MSF along with other weight computation methods. Table 3 shows the weights computed for various socio-economic indicators by MSF along with other weight computation methods.
Comparison of Weights Computed by MSF with other Methods
Comparison of Weights Computed by MSF with Other Methods
For social index, according to Table 3 , household number gets the maximum weight from MSF. Physically, households are the very first element affected by storm surge and damages on households maximizes the storm surge risk. Chronologically the weight values computed by MSF were: population density, male-female ratio, number of population, and social dependence. The magnitude of weights for population density and male-female ratio were very close to the magnitude of weight for household number. The population in certain area with its male-female components was affected by the storm surge along with household number. For economic index, MSF assigned the maximum weight to household types followed by poverty. The household types symbolized the economic status of the population. The poverty rate was a direct measure of economic condition. Disaster bearing capability index defined the adaptations that lowered the vulnerability of storm surge hazard. The indicators considered were divided into structural and non-structural measures. Among the structural measures, MSF gave the maximum weights to water supply and road density; both were considered as lifelines in hazard locations. Presence of these two lifelines lowered the vulnerability during storm surge. MSF correctly recognized the importance of these indicators by assigning maximum weights to them. Among the non-structural adaptation measures, labor ratio (number of working force available), and education level (number of educated people available) got the maximum weights from MSF. These two indicators represented the level of capability of society to counter a hazard, and the awareness of people. In this case also, MSF correctly recognized the importance of these two indicators and assigned maximum weights to them. Weights computed by other methods are also shown in Table 2 . Among them, the equal weight method gave equal importance to all the indicators, which was physically not possible. Expert weighting was biased by individual thought and applicable in micro scale only. In some cases, for example, when weights of household number or types of household or education level were considered, experts gave judgments that were apparently compatible with MSF. However, the magnitude of these weights showed a clear bias towards a specific indicator. PCA, on the other hand, selected the principal components, which were then used to compute the weights of indicators. As PCA calculated weights by using linear combination of component vectors with variances, it basically represented the weights of component vectors. Due to this, individual impact of indicators was not explicitly treated by PCA.
AHP, being a pair-wise comparison method, was not applicable when a large number of inter-dependent indicators was present. This was reflected in the computed weights where some of the indicators got abnormally high weight (for example polder in Table 3 ).
Accuracy of MSF Compared to Other Methods
In this section, accuracy of MSF was determined by comparing it with other methods. In doing so, socio-economic vulnerability maps were prepared by all the methods after applying the weights shown in Table 3 .
The strategy taken here for comparison was to compare the storm surge hazard map with the vulnerability maps prepared by all methods including MSF. Vulnerability indicates the extent of harm and this can be measured by the indicators that have the direct impact by any climatic hazard. Without hazard, harm cannot happen. So, to compare accuracy of MSF, the socio-economic vulnerability was considered, which was triggered by the storm surge hazard. The storm surge hazard map describes the hazard intensity with spatial variation, whereas, the socio-economic vulnerability map shows the degree of damages for storm surges. The overlapping approach for these two maps formulated the strategy to measure accuracy of MSF compared to other methods. In the literature, this type of approach is known as a 'qualitative comparison' method [21] , where hazard is considered as a 'prototype' and vulnerability is considered as a 'model'.
The comparison between the storm surge hazard map and vulnerability map prepared by MSF is shown in Figure 3 . The visual comparison shows a similar pattern of hazard and socio-economic vulnerability and indicates the accuracy of MSF. The upper central coastal region was hazardous as well as vulnerable due to a storm surge (Figure 3) . To compare accuracy of MSF with other methods, comparisons of socio-economic vulnerability maps using the same set of indicators (Table 3 ) prepared by using equal weighting, expert weighting, PCA, and AHP with the storm surge hazard map are shown in Figure 4 . To compare accuracy of MSF with other methods, comparisons of socio-economic vulnerability maps using the same set of indicators (Table 3 ) prepared by using equal weighting, expert weighting, PCA, and AHP with the storm surge hazard map are shown in Figure 4 .
To translate the qualitative visual comparison into a quantitative one, one-to-one function was defined among the colors. When spatial distributions of colors were similar between any two maps, it was termed as 'exactly-similar'. In this way, two more categories were defined, namely 'partly-similar' and 'not-similar'. When several maps were compared with the same base map, the map that showed the largest percentage for the 'exactly-similar' category and the smallest percentage for the 'not-similar' category was considered to have the maximum similarity with the hazard map. Quantitative comparison [44] of all the vulnerabilities maps with the hazard map is shown in Table 4 . It was found that the vulnerability map prepared by using the MSF had the largest percentage (49%) of the 'exactly-similar' category. Therefore, this map had the maximum similarity with the hazard map. As mentioned earlier, the hazard map was considered as 'prototype' and vulnerability map was considered as 'model'. With this assumption, the comparison showed that MSF performed the best among all other existing methods. Therefore, we can say that MSF is the most 'accurate' and simplest method among equal weighting, expert opinion, PCA, and AHP. To compare accuracy of MSF with other methods, comparisons of socio-economic vulnerability maps using the same set of indicators (Table 3 ) prepared by using equal weighting, expert weighting, PCA, and AHP with the storm surge hazard map are shown in Figure 4 . To translate the qualitative visual comparison into a quantitative one, one-to-one function was defined among the colors. When spatial distributions of colors were similar between any two maps, it was termed as 'exactly-similar'. In this way, two more categories were defined, namely 'partlysimilar' and 'not-similar'. When several maps were compared with the same base map, the map that showed the largest percentage for the 'exactly-similar' category and the smallest percentage for the 
Conclusions and Recommendations
This paper introduces a new method to compute weights of indicators for composite hazard, vulnerability, and risk assessments. The method is named 'matrix based statistical framework' (MSF). To develop this method, valuation of correlation matrix and Eigenvector associated with Eigenvalue is considered from Pearson correlation coefficients. A MATLAB script is used to analyze Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues. To demonstrate the application of MSF, vulnerability, and risk along the Bangladesh coast is assessed by using MSF as the weighting method. A total of 15 socio-economic indicators are used to generate a vulnerability map, and storm surge hazard is considered to generate a risk map of the Bangladesh coast by following the IPCC AR5 approach, where weights to various indicators are assigned by MSF. The weights computed by MSF are compared with the weights computed by other methods for the same set of indicators. It is found that MSF gives the best physically acceptable explanation of the values of weights compared to the other methods. Accuracy of MSF is compared with the other weight methods by considering hazard as the prototype and vulnerability as the model. It is found that the vulnerability map prepared by using MSF has the maximum similarity (49%) with the prototype compared to other weight methods. MSF is a relatively simple statistical method, which directly gives the decision to select the Eigenvector as the relative weight that corresponds to the largest Eigenvalue. When the application involves a large number of indicators in any geographical setting, it is recommended to apply MSF as it is relatively accurate and easy to apply compared to other weight computation methods.
